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About This Game

As commander of a squadron of cavalry, what will you sacrifice to win the war of gunpowder and magic? Return to the
battlefield as a gentleman-officer of the Royal Tierran Army in this long-awaited sequel to "Sabres of Infinity."

Guns of Infinity is a 440,000 word interactive novel by Paul Wang, author of "Sabres of Infinity," "Mecha Ace," and "The Hero
of Kendrickstone." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by

the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you befriend, betray, or romance the nobles, rogues, and spies of this epic world? Will you keep your men alive, or
sacrifice them to your own greed in a bid for power and riches? Will you fight for power, riches, love, or glory?

 Play the role of a gallant hero, or a self-serving scoundrel.

 Use cunning, force, or sheer bravado to fight the Antari forces.

 Train and drill your men for success on the battlefield.

 Support your family financially, or leave them to fight off penury alone.

Combat, intrigue, and romance await in Guns of Infinity!
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This "game," is, indeed, an experience in human suffering, but most likely not the type that the developers were intending..
Game has worked flawlessly past couple of months

Best rugby game available period. Like reading a good weekend novel.

7.5 \/ 10. In my opinion, as an owner of all the Pixel Puzzles games and a big fan, this is the poorest game release out of the
Pixel Puzzles series. I don't even mind that the game is a promotion of another game of the creators, which is for many not the
most exciting theme, as I could literally find joy in assembling jigsaw puzzles of walls or grass. Overall my expectations are low,
but I sometimes find features such as in this game, making it unplayable or rage inducing. The background similarly to Birds is
dark which makes the dark toned puzzle pieces (most images are dark green\/grey) really difficult to recognise. The images
don't have enough color variation especially puzzle 24, which would allow you to with some effort use visual cues to find the
solution - resulting in just clicking until you get lucky. There are no new tile edges(unlike in earlier games), the interface is still
outdated and I feel like Pixel Puzzles has begun to stagnate. I think I will start looking at other competitors' games such as
Animated Jigsaws.. GOOD GREIF IS THIS FUN!!!!. Ineffective movement, slow as watching paint dry. The fact that I could
get stuck in boxes or crates ruined the immersion for me. Also, the curtains do not move in any special way, I just went through
them like a ghost.

Sorry, despite the nice graphics, these details ruined it for me.. Borealis is a fantastic “bullet dodging” game. If you were alive in
the 80′s and played “Asteroids”, it is very similar to that. However, in this iteration of space exploration and projectile dodging,
your ship ( a ball of light ) is incapable of firing upon the incoming onslaught. Instead, it is up to you to mouse your little bauble
away from your impending doom. Hopefully, these destruction seeking rays of light will crash into each other and give you the
space to navigate to safety.

There are 12 different levels to play in 3 different styles. One can play Survival mode, Score Run, or a version where death is
not an option, called Endless. The levels provide the user with different backgrounds, sounds, and projectile styles.

The visuals for all of these levels are fantastic! When paired with the ambient music and sound effects, one can truly get
entranced in the zen like nature of this space-like experience. This rather affordable game can be found on Steam for a few
bucks and will provide hours of endless light dodging entertainment.

Check out this review and many more on our website http://brick-media.com/borealis/. \udb40\udc21. Buggy, laggy, barebones
- not worth your time.. Fantastic. The level design is good enough that they wouldn't feel out of place in a Mario game.
Difficult, but fair. If you like hard platformers this is for you.
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0.9 hours into the game.
Not into SAO and gameplay is underwhelming. Personally not my flavor.

PRO:
-Dressing few (if not all) of the character with bikini, bath-towels and more.
-Stories and diaglogue.
-Justifiable that it's 20 dollars.
CON:
-Graphic aesthetic not great between cinematics and gameplay.
-Too much dialogues. Redundant dialogues during fights.
-FPS doesn't seem fluid, feels like less than 60 FPS during cinematics.. Well I've now played 1 through 3, they are all excellent.
It really harkens back to the era of Leisure Suit Larry, Space Quest and the bunch. No moon logic here, all very rational and
logical and funny. This was the shortest of the 3 so far, took me exactly 30 minutes from start to finish. Considering the entire 4
part series will only run you $4, and it would take you about 2 1/2 hours to complete I'd say it's worth it. I find it to be quite fun.
Haven't seen a text sparser game in YEARS!. I need more games like this. A masterpiece.. It's Okay.
Personally I found the environment ugly and very much disliked the fly screening effect produced by darker elements, this
breaks immersion quickly.
Some of the narrators suggestions imply dissociation, which is in fact the opposite of what is required to be 'in the moment' and
fully sensing, as opposed to being internally focussed and thinking.. Developer has abandoned it in a broken state. Do not buy!.
I'm sure theres someone out there who likes this. I don't. Nonsense "Hacking" VR, ultra-repetitive gameplay, no missions, no
immersion, no idea why you should do this. Uninstall.. ALDIM SONRA İADE EDERKEN YANLIŞLIKLA DİREK
REMOVELADIM İADEM KABUL OLMAZSA ANANI SİKERİM PUTİN. DLC verdict: Don't get it OR Get it in the
bundle with the base game

Comment:
It is just a new skin which you can change at the camp fires. However, it does not reflect the injuries Lara receives
(unlike her default skin) so it is very immersion breaking. But it is part of the GOTY edition so you could get this
through buying that version.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. When right in the first zone after the tutorial, in
the 2nd battle my lvl3 beasts drop like flies to a lvl1 mob, because it pops attacks faster then I can possible react, I'm
fairly sure the design department failed really hard.
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